COMPANY

For more than eighty years Multi-Wall Packaging has been providing custom designed and manufactured protective packaging products serving diverse markets throughout North America. As a recognized leader in our industry we are proud of our history of growth through product innovation, unsurpassed design, delivery and customer service.

SUSTAINABILITY

At Multi-Wall we pride ourselves in creating a greener world through energy efficient practices and procedures in our plants, and manufacturing packaging products from renewable resources that are biodegradable, non-toxic and 100% recyclable. We continue to share best practices through our corporate network, which has inspired new ways of managing our operations and unlocking innovative opportunities. Because operating our business in a sustainable way is not only the right thing to do, but it also makes good business sense.

MANUFACTURING FACILITIES

Martinsville, VA
Danville, VA
Salisbury, NC
Greer, SC

The Industry Leader in
Multi-Wall’s ISTA certified lab and design center allows us to simulate the rigors of shipping and handling, ensuring that all products meet applicable transport packaging standards. Our design solutions team utilizes our extensive protective packaging product line to create packaging that reduces cost and damages for our customers.
HONEYCOMB PROTECTIVE PACKAGING

Honeycomb is a rugged, cost-effective and lightweight industrial packaging solution manufactured from kraft paper material that is stronger than corrugated cardboard and less expensive than wood. Honeycomb offers a variety of packaging solutions including; transportation dunnage, inner product protection during shipments, packaging fillers and pallets.

HONEYCOMB OPTIONS:
- Thermal insulating
- Specially designed die cuts
- Slit scores and cookie cuts
- Tremendous strength but lightweight
- Wax coating and pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA)
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications

HONEYCOMB AND CORRUGATED PALLETS

Multi-Wall’s corrugated and honeycomb pallets are manufactured to replace expensive, difficult to dispose of wooden pallets. They can be designed in almost any size and can handle a large amount of weight depending on the materials we use during fabrication. By making these pallets from a variety of corrugated papers, boxboard and tri-wall we can produce a pallet that is cost competitive, yet completely recyclable. Our pallets cushion products and absorb any impacts from rough handling that could damage finished goods.

SPECIALIZING IN PROTECTIVE PACKAGING & LOAD SECUREMENT SOLUTIONS
Sus-Rap®

Sus-Rap is a Multi-Wall patented product that was designed to suspend a product and protect the corners. It features specialty formed slots to handle thickness variation and once applied to the product, suspends it in place, protects from abrasions and cushions and blocks.

Sus-Rap Options:
- Poly lining for abrasion prone surfaces
- Available in a variety of widths, lengths and slottings
- Minimum packaging, maximum protection while reducing costs

Sus-Pak®

The Sus-Pak system was developed by Multi-Wall to reduce shipping damage, decrease packaging time and reduce the amount of materials needed to package various product sizes. The system is a unique and patented all-in-one packaging unit using our Sus-Rap material inside to protect and suspend the product, a right-sized box design, and was created for a variety of flat panel and concave shaped products such as; cabinet doors and glass.
FLEX PADS
Multi-Wall Flex Pads are unique because they are pre-flexed which allow a normally rigid 90-degree pad to bend around a curved product, and can conform to oval, circular or octagonal shaped products.

FLEX PAD OPTIONS:
- Non-abrasive liners such as Michelman wax coating, soft tissue and foam liners
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications
- Custom lengths up to 150"

ANGLE PADS
Multi-Wall Angle Pads are resilient, cushioning edge protectors that are designed to absorb impacts that would damage unprotected edges during the shipping and handling process.

ANGLE PAD OPTIONS:
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications
- Solid fiber paper to increase impact resistance
- Pre-scored at specific lengths for easy tear for various use
- Non-abrasive liners such as Michelman wax, tissue or foam liners
- Manufactured up to 8 plies (1.5") thick
- Custom lengths up to 150"
CORNER PADS
Multi-Wall Corner Pads are notched Angle Pads fabricated to fold to a 90-degree angle around the corner of a product. Corner Pads are particularly useful where high compression strength and precise carton clearance are required.

CORNER PAD OPTIONS:
- Custom lengths up to 150”
- Made up to 8 plies (1.5”) thick
- Non-abrasive liners such as Michelman wax coating, tissue and foam liners
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications

FLAT PADS
Multi-Wall Flat Pads can be used for an assortment of applications when blocking, bracing, void filling or spacing is required as part of a finished product’s protective packaging design. Flat pads can replace EPS foam blocks or cellular paper in a package where greater impact strength is needed or a high abuse shipping environment can be expected.

FLAT PAD OPTIONS:
- Custom lengths up to 120”
- Made up to 12” thick
- Non-abrasive liners such as Michelman wax, tissue or foam liners
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications
U-CHANNEL PADS

Multi-Wall U-Channels are a versatile pad that is designed to fit around the edge of a product and protect the top, bottom and outside edge from damage.

U-CHANNEL PAD OPTIONS:
- Multiple plies of solid fiber paper for increased crush resistance
- Notched to fold to a 90-degree angle around product corners
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications
- Non-abrasive liners such as Michelman wax coating, tissue or foam liners

PYRAMID PADS

Multi-Wall Pyramid Pads provide superior product protection when compared to alternative corner pads. Our Pyramid pads can absorb multiple impacts and stay in place to protect your product until it arrives at its destination.

PYRAMID PAD OPTIONS:
- Available in small, medium and large sizes
- Manufactured in a variety of thicknesses to meet National Motor Freight Specifications
- Non-abrasive tissue liner
FRAME PACKS

Multi-Wall Frame Frame Packs protect product edges and corners by forming a 90-degree angle with the notches. This assembly comes together to form a unit to protect finished goods. Frame packs can be fastened to corrugated sheets to provide a custom designed and manufactured pre-assembled pack for your company’s unique application.

FRAME PACK OPTIONS:

- Lengths are custom and can be ordered up to 150"
- Can be fabricated up to 8 plies (1.5”) thick
- Various thicknesses and lengths available to meet National Motor Freight Specifications
- Non-abrasive liners such as Michelman wax coating, tissue and foam liners
- Solid fiber paper to increase their impact resistances
- Variety of shapes and sizes for many applications

EXPERT DESIGN SOLUTIONS AND PRODUCT TESTING; ASSURING PROVEN PROTECTION FOR YOUR PRODUCTS
CORRUGATED BOXES

Multi-Wall's corrugated boxes are high quality, strong, eco-friendly and can handle stacking pressure for easy and economic transporting. We offer a variety of options and sizes suited for a variety of industries including; furniture, filing cabinets and retail packaging.

CORRUPAD® PROTECTIVE PACKAGING

Multi-Wall's patented Corrupad products is a custom corrugated packaging made of 100% recyclable paper which has superior cushioning and stacking strength properties. It is manufactured through a patented process using single face corrugate that is formed into angles, channels or flat pads. The proprietary process gives the pads strength, resilience and shock absorbency using less materials than polystyrene and foams.
MULTI–WALL HEADQUARTERS
50 Taylor Drive East Providence, RI 02916
Phone: (401) 434–1070
Fax: (401) 438–5203
www.multiwall.com

East Providence, RI   (800) 992-4166
Salisbury, NC        (800) 338-3521
Martinsville, VA     (800) 990-8212
Danville, VA         (800) 558-7078
Gary, IN             (800) 442-4483
West Monroe, LA      (318) 388-5061
Greer, SC            (864) 879-3535

SIGNODE INDUSTRIAL GROUP

Multi–Wall Packaging is part of the Signode Industrial Group (SIG) a $2.4 billion leading manufacturer of strap, stretch, and protective packaging consumables, tools, and equipment. SIG’s products are used to contain, unitize, and protect goods during manufacturing, transport, and warehousing. Its products are sold around the world under a broad array of well–known brand names. Signode Industrial Group employs nearly 7,000 people across six continents.